The Hills Reliance security system combines ease of use with flexible installation. Using different technologies and add-on devices, the Reliance allows you to offer your customers choice with how they control their security system - and it is all done with one panel.

Featuring access control card readers and a large range of code pads and key fobs, the Hills Reliance will suit many décors and satisfy even your tech savvy customers.

The Hills Reliance offers interfaces that can provide users with access to their security system from anywhere in the world, via phone or the internet. In addition, it can be expanded with several different wireless technologies, making your installations easy and reliable.

Your choice is easy. One Reliance to rule them all.
With a large range of reliable movement sensors, smoke detectors, reed switches, beams and accessories.

A range of codepads to suit any requirements and décor, including the new TouchNav and VoiceNav codepads, operating the alarm system is easy.

Inovonics Wireless Interface
Featuring the famous Inovonics 48 input receiver for Long range wireless devices.

ITI Wireless Interface
Available in 8, 16 or 48 Channels

It is all about choice

One Panel to Rule them All.

Access Control

NX-1701E Card Reader
Access control is easy with the NX-1701E Card reader. Simply connect to the LAN, configure and it's ready to learn cards. The User can unlock doors & gates and control the alarm system. You can connect one reader to a R8, two to an R12 or four to an R128.

Remote Control
For simple Alarm control, these remote control devices allow the User to ARM, DISARM, activate a Panic Alarm plus control two outputs such as roller doors and gates.

World Wide Web

ComNav
Creating the link to the outside world, the ComNav allows the User to remotely Arm/Disarm the alarm system by simply dialing in. The ComNav can also send SMS and Email alerts. Featuring a built-in Web Server, the User can remotely login to view alarm history, Arm/Disarm and control outputs via the internet.

Intercom
The Intercom system becomes part of the alarm system via the ComNav. The TouchNav* and VoiceNav codepads become intercoms handsets allowing them to answer the front door intercom and talk from room to room. If the Reliance alarm system is Armed, the ComNav can transfer the intercom call to a remote mobile phone.

Software

DL900 Upload/Download software and direct connects devices are available to simplify installations and backup your programming.

Sirens/Sounders

With a large range of reliable movement sensors, smoke detectors, reed switches, beams and accessories.

Detectors

A range of codepads to suit any requirements and décor, including the new TouchNav and VoiceNav codepads, operating the alarm system is easy.

Wireless add-ons

Inovonics Wireless Interface
Featuring the famous Inovonics 48 input receiver for Long range wireless devices.

ITI Wireless Interface
Available in 8, 16 or 48 Channels

One Panel to Rule them All.
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For simple Alarm control, these remote control devices allow the User to ARM, DISARM, activate a Panic Alarm plus control two outputs such as roller doors and gates.

World Wide Web

ComNav
Creating the link to the outside world, the ComNav allows the User to remotely Arm/Disarm the alarm system by simply dialing in. The ComNav can also send SMS and Email alerts. Featuring a built-in Web Server, the User can remotely login to view alarm history, Arm/Disarm and control outputs via the internet.

Intercom
The Intercom system becomes part of the alarm system via the ComNav. The TouchNav* and VoiceNav codepads become intercoms handsets allowing them to answer the front door intercom and talk from room to room. If the Reliance alarm system is Armed, the ComNav can transfer the intercom call to a remote mobile phone.

Software

DL900 Upload/Download software and direct connects devices are available to simplify installations and backup your programming.

Sirens/Sounders

With a large range of reliable movement sensors, smoke detectors, reed switches, beams and accessories.

Detectors
Inovonics Long-Range Wireless

The NX-1248 Receiver allows you to add up to 48 high performance 900MHz EchoStream™ wireless transmitters to your Reliance installation.

Hills Home Hub

The Hills Home Hub allows all the services to come back to one location including phone, data and music. Add value to your installation!

330Lite GPRS Monitoring

- Monitor a dialer panel without a phone line
- Fixed price monitoring regardless of number of calls
- C2 plus 1 hour poll
- Powered from alarm panel
- High gain aerial selection available
- Supplied with easy connect box and standard magnetic aerial
- Optional enclosure available (S3468A)